NEW ROBOFORM® START PAGE GIVES USERS EASIER ACCESS
TO MOST FREQUENTLY USED LOGINS AND BOOKMARKS
Addition to World’s #1 Password Manager Eliminates Manual Navigation To
Websites—Just Click from the Home Page for Automatic Access and Login
Fairfax, VA - February 26, 2013 - Siber Systems, Inc., a leading developer of software
productivity tools for consumers and businesses, today announced the availability of the
RoboForm® Start Page, a new feature that gives RoboForm users one-click access to their most
frequently used, password protected Web pages and bookmarks. Compatible with all major Web
browsers, the RoboForm Start Page maintains the exceptional level of security RoboForm is
famous for, while also saving time and making Web navigation easier for users.
The RoboForm Start Page adds even greater convenience to RoboForm, the world’s #1 password
manager application. Recipient of dozens of top reviews and industry awards, RoboForm
conveniently and securely simplifies the login process as well as the task of filling out online
forms. The application automatically saves multiple user identities including username and
password along with name, email, street address, phone number, bank accounts, credit card
numbers and other important information; once stored, RoboForm instantly furnishes and
completes the data by way of a single master password—all while protecting the information
from theft or loss.
“The RoboForm Start Page gives users another way to save time by quickly accessing their
logins and bookmarks. We believe users should have a functional home page for their browser—
and the Start Page makes that possible in the most secure way possible,” said Bill Carey, Siber
Systems VP of Marketing. “What’s more, the Start Page is completely customizable to match the
user’s preferences and work habits.”
After making the RoboForm Start Page the browser default home page, RoboForm automatically
presents all logins and bookmarks. The information can be rearranged in any order, edited as
needed and positioned on the page to suit the user’s preference.
As with RoboForm itself, all login/password information on the RoboForm Start Page is securely
encrypted on the user’s computer and protected by the user’s Master Password. For RoboForm
users who take advantage of RoboForm Everywhere, their Start Page information is also synced
across all their computers for maximum efficiency.
RoboForm Start Page is compatible with the Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome Web
browsers. The feature is available to all RoboForm users at no additional cost. To begin using the
Start Page, RoboForm users can opt-in during the install of RoboForm’s latest software release
or select RoboForm>Options>Start Page>Make RoboForm My Start Page.
About Siber Systems:
Founded in 1995, Siber Systems creates and markets software products for consumers and
businesses around the world. Our software is highly acclaimed and has received numerous

awards, including PC Magazine Editor’s Choice, CNET’s Best Software of the Year, and PC
World’s 25 Products We Can’t Live Without. The company’s flagship products, RoboForm and
GoodSync, are used by millions of people worldwide, with registered customers in over 100
countries. GoodSync, an easy and reliable automatic file synchronization program, was released
in 2006 and already enjoys favorable reviews from users and the press. RoboForm Enterprise
has been solving password management problems quickly, easily and cost-effectively since 1999.
RoboForm Enterprise reduces employee passwords to one secure, master password and provides
an easy and cost-effective way to improve password security while making employees more
productive and helping organizations to recognize immediate IT cost savings. As part of the
company’s strong commitment to customer satisfaction, its software comes with a risk-free trial.
Headquartered in Fairfax, Virginia, Siber Systems is privately held.
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